CHAMPION

CH Adaugeo Bogey Out Of The Blue At Pilot (D)
By GCH CH Draco Limited Edition At Copella x Adaugeo Downton Abbey My Lady Edith
Breeder: Danae Fayard
Owner: Don Bauer & Danae Fayard & Marilyn Bauer

CH Azure Chace N The Limelight (D)
By Xanadu Philosopher's Stone x CH Willow's Pond Nashi Clinae
Breeder/Owner: Kathy Patterson

CH Belle Vie Just You Wait (D)
By GCH CH Belle Vie Swinging On A Star x GCH CH Gail's Texas Magic Of Belle Vie
Breeder: Mary R Brockman & Gail M Howard & david e brockman
Owner: Mary R Brockman & david e brockman

CH Cara's Iii Little Brock (D)
By Simarron's Unbelievable x Motley's Little Cara RN
Breeder/Owner: Marsha A Leduc

CH Denzel Street Art (D)
By CH Denzel Pop Art x CH Denzel Sheer Delight
Breeder/Owner: Tracy Burdick

CH Disyre Sheeza Keyper (B)
By GCH CH Toon Town Perfectly Frank x CH Disyre Incredible Diva
Breeder: Diana Sayre
Owner: Kristi Key & Diana Sayre

CH Dollar Bar's Cinnamon Fireball (D)
By GCH CH Dollar Bar's Rare Breed x CH Grandemaison's Quillo Aspen On High
Breeder/Owner: Deborah Schenck

CH Domino's Legacy With Clearlake (D)
By GCHG CH Lafford Fly Me Too Farleysbane x CH Domino Clearlake Sugar Town
Breeder: Elyse Vandermolen
Owner: Leona Domino & Laura Temperato

CH Gala's Something Royal (D)
By CH Rozamie Starsnstripes x Rozamie Dream Maker
Breeder: Ellen Collins & Dianne Johnson
Owner: Ellen Collins

CH Jareaux Holiday In Havana (D)
By GCHS CH Zelicaon Butch Cassidy At Draco x CH Jareaux Annie Oakley Sulean
Breeder: Tammie Sommerson-Wilcox & Mr. John Clay Wilcox
Owner: Tammie Sommerson-Wilcox & Mr. John Clay Wilcox & Ellen Migliore

CH Marrics Moon Over Mars (B)
By CH Connection Siljans Painted Moon x GCH CH Marrics Mission To Mars
Breeder/Owner: Marcy Wyrens

CH Mgl-Isle Black Caviar Of Vw (B)
By GCHG CH Lafford Fly Me Too Farleysbane x CH Mgl-Isle Jo'C Prairie Rose Of Vw
Breeder: Betty M Winthers & Carlisle Peel
Owner: Jeffrey Sunde & Betty M Winthers & Rick Wilson

CH Mustangs American Wild N Free (D)
By GCH CH Monarchs Mustang American Thunder x Monarchs Mustang She'Za Money Pit
Breeder/Owner: Laura Jean Jones

CH Nightfire's Better Than Ever (D)
By Silenzio's Frazer x Nightfire's One For Winning
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Mandiee O'Brien
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeder/Owner</th>
<th>Breeder/Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Papijoa Wish Come True (B)</strong> By Sunshoo Imadesigned By Gleniren x Expana’s Primrose For Papijoa Breeder: Kyung-Won Park <strong>Owner: Sae-Won Kim &amp; Nancy Duke</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Pinkribbon’s Classic Style (B)</strong> By CASTEL MARIBESO’S QUINLAN x PINKRIBBON STYLISH AND CHIC <strong>Breeder/Owner: Nadine J Livingston</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Quillo Ain’T No Halo Here At Dollar Bar (B)</strong> By GCHS CH Flinters Ain’T He A Rebel x Quillo For The Love Of Bling At Runway Breeder: Mary J Hakel <strong>Owner: Lisa Shafer</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Redland’s Ready To Fire At Shafers (D)</strong> By GCH CH Quillo Calivar Standing Two Pair x Redland Miss Boss Of Mesa Breeder: Lisa Richert &amp; Steve Richert <strong>Owner: Lisa Shafer</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Runway’s Wind Dancer (B)</strong> By GCHB CH Runway’s Lets Dance x CH Zelicaon Jenna-Jo <strong>Breeder/Owner: Julia King</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Saffire’s American Soldier Girl (B)</strong> By CH Braylor’s Let’Em Reign At Mel-K x Marquis Court’s Just For Fun <strong>Breeder/Owner: Melanie Krug</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Thornapple Quintessential Surprise Party (D)</strong> By GCH CH Deanna’s Point And Shoot x CH Thornapple Sophia <strong>Breeder/Owner: Rebecca Davies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Valifyre Nanrich Autobahn (D)</strong> By GCH CH Valifyre Freespirit Icy Sparks x GCH CH Nanrich N Arkeno’s Gossip Girl Breeder: Case Laan &amp; Kelley Laan &amp; Richard Lopaschuk &amp; Nancy Lopaschuk <strong>Owner: Jeanne Hilterbrant &amp; Kelley Laan</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Windermere’s Too Hot To Handle (D)</strong> By GCHS CH Micfriends Trujoy Eye Candy CD PCD BN RE CGCA TKI x Windermere’s Picture Perfect V Pinpap <strong>Breeder/Owner: Katherine V Hinds</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Zhemchuzhnyy Dozhd’ Anri (D)</strong> By Raising Breeds Best In Show x Santa-Estiva Raisberri Breeder: E Kolobova <strong>Owner: Tina L Moran &amp; Steve Hower &amp; Holly Huxford</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Grand Champion

**GCH CH Acadia’s Trail Blazer (D)** By GCHS CH Acadia’s Play It Again Sam x Deanna’s Sunshine In Acadia **Breeder/Owner: Linda Post**

**GCH CH Akai’s Diamond In A Rhinestone World (B)** By GCH CH Andali Animato Mont Blanc x Akai’s Hope Diamond **Breeder/Owner: Marion Ford**

**GCH CH Clearlake Victory (B)** By CH Northlyte Timeless Dream x CH Clearlake Violet **Breeder/Owner: Corlyn Burkett & ARDEN BURKETT & Elyse Vandermolen**

**GCH CH Flinters Delyteful Hersheykiss (D)** By GCHS CH Brevette Kiss On The Chic x CH Flinters Spell Breaker Breeder: Nancy M Verhoog & Debbie Tedrow **Owner: Jeannine Barnes & Debbie Tedrow & Nancy Verhoog**

**GCH CH Mck American Storm OA OAJ NF (D)** By Simarron’s Unbelievable x Mck American Maid MX MXJ CGC **Breeder/Owner: Karen Lawrence**
GCH CH Oak Ledge Pip Pip Hooray Of Monarch (B)
By Chisholm Chim Chim Cher-Oo x D’Vine’s Sky’s The Limit
Breeder: Margie Riccomini
Owner: Kathleen Augaitis

GCH CH Polar Wings Attention To Me (D)
By Connection Siljans Millionare x Jump For You De Costalina
Breeder: E Selivanova
Owner: Kathleen OBoyle

GCH CH Sherjak Rocks My World At Lindel (B)
By CH Delyteful N Flinters Cascade Gold x Sherjak’s Sheer Bliss
Breeder: Sherrie Puzak & James E Puzak
Owner: Lynn Grenier

GRAND CHAMPION BRONZE

GCHB CH Koh Tang’s Pistol M-1911-A1 .45 Caliber Handgun (D)
By GCH CH Zelicaon American Pharoah x Koh Tang’s Us. Number 5 Milled Louisiana Rice Anna
Breeder/Owner: Daniel J Hoffman & Betty A Hoffman

GRAND CHAMPION SILVER

GCHS CH Coquina’s Victorian Lady Of Hallmark (B)
By GCH CH Hallmark’s King Alekzandr The Great x GCH CH Coquina’s Lady Jayda RN CGC
Breeder/Owner: Miss Arlene A Czech & Mary Jo Korpi

COMPANION DOG

CH Berdock’s Last Voyage At Sleepy Creek CD BN NAJ CGC TKI (D)
By GCH CH Ashlor’s Smooth Sailing UD RE AX AXJ x Et’s Living In The Berdocks
Breeder: Angela Worzalla
Owner: Hannah Janke

Black Mountain Run Like A Rocket CD BN RN (D)
By Black Mountain High Velocity x Black Mtn Justa Wild Time
Breeder/Owner: Alice M Blazer

CH Marquis Inside Information CD BN RI CGCA TKN (D)
By CH Marquis The Good Life x Marquis Royal Providence
Breeder: Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray
Owner: Kathy Knuckles & Stacy Newton & Katie Falls

COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT

MACH Bentley CDX MXB MJB (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Joan E. Dandy

Denzel Insignia Take Me Seriously CDX BN (D)
By CH Allistar Denzel Take The Stage x CH Denzel Can’T Be Serious
Breeder: Nicole Laver & Tracy Burdick
Owner: Eugene Morris

GCH CH Loteki Take The Nature Trail CDX BN RA OA OAJ NF CGC (D)
By CH Loteki Take The Cake x CH Loteki The Natural Touch
Breeder: Lou Ann King
Owner: Helen Schultz & John Schultz & Lou Ann King
UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT

Karasu Life In The Fast Lane UDX PCDX OM1 GO (B)
By GCHB CH Titian’s Late Night x CH Karasu Calendar Girl
Breeder: Bobbie Morgan
Owner: Bobbie Morgan & Karen Greenleaf

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 4

OTCH Loteki Raffica Di Vento UDX4 OM8 GN VER (D)
By CH Chanceux Capo Di Tutti Capi x CH Loteki The Wind In My Hair
Breeder: Lou Ann King
Owner: Mary Waller

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 23

OTCH My Dolly Molly Two Spots UDX23 OGM VER (B)
By Mister Noah Lot x Panda Royal Echo
Breeder: Jason Wattenbarger
Owner: Nancy Muller

OBEDIENCE MASTER 8

OTCH Loteki Raffica Di Vento UDX4 OM8 GN VER (D)
By CH Chanceux Capo Di Tutti Capi x CH Loteki The Wind In My Hair
Breeder: Lou Ann King
Owner: Mary Waller

BEGINNER NOVICE

Starsign’s La La Cherie BN THDN CGCA (B)
By CH Canisphere’s Bentley x Starsign’s Dancing Dolly
Breeder: Patty Gemmill
Owner: Mary Irick

Topflite Love In Motion BN CGC TKP (B)
By CH Marquis Court’s Set Fire To The Reign x CH Topflite Money In Motion
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Linda Repphun & Sandra L Schumacher

PREFERRED COMPANION DOG

Meridian Remember Me This Way CD PCD BN RAE3 NA NAJ NF CGC TKN (D)
By GCH CH On-Aire Hot Off The Press x La Ren St Lucie News CD BN GN RN CGC
Breeder: Amy E Reagan
Owner: Ann M Eggers

GRADUATE OPEN

Micdic’s Singular Sensation CDX GO RM RAE MX MXB MXJ MJS XF T2B (B)
By CH Okekai Rocket In My Pocket x CH Tambora’s Nick Of Time
Breeder: KAREN PRIMROSE & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird
Owner: Nikk Berthold Illias & Bobbie Morgan

VERSATILITY

Domino Oakhills California Poppy UDX2 PUTD OM3 BN VER CGCU TKI (B)
By GCH CH Domino’s On The Money x CH Domino’s Diamond Jubilee CDX PCDX BN RE CGC TKN
Breeder: Sandra Vaillancourt & Laura Temperato
Owner: Ms. Hillary Hunter
RALLY NOVICE

CH Casabella’s Fae Of Glenwood RN CGC TKN (B)
By GCH CH Pearl Street My Li’L Red Mini Cooper x GCH CH Zeticaon Of Casabella BN RA CGCA TKN
Breeder: Carol R. Lauren-Schmidt
Owner: Sunny DeYoung & Carol Lauren-Schmidt

Phoebe IX RN CGC (B)
By Elliot De Pompadour x Family Treasured Hazel Heavenly
Breeder: Rebecca Kiesel
Owner: Diana Matovich

Remy Marcel RN CGC (D)
By Cardinal De Pompadour x Family Treasured Jolly Joyous
Breeder: Rebecca Kiesel
Owner: Donna Vickers

CH Sandig’s On The Rebound BN RN TKN (D)
By GCH CH Domino’s On The Money x GCH CH Domino’s Royal Fanfair CD PCDX RE AX AXJ TKN
Breeder: Deborah P Lowe & Laura Temperato
Owner: Mrs. Deborah P. Lowe

Clear Sky B Bentley Dealership PCD BN RI CGCA (D)
By GCHS CH Whitestar’s Come Fly With Me x Clear Sky Della Reese
Breeder/Owner: Susan Nikkel

Daisy Chain King Of Hearts CD BN RI CGC (D)
By CH Liberty’s Walk This Way x Marquis The Gilded Lily
Breeder: Carol Purath & Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray
Owner: Roberta K Rupert

Fashionista By Monarch BN RI SCE (B)
By Monarch’s Jumping The Gun x D’Vine’s On The Edge Of Glory
Breeder: Margie Riccomini
Owner: Miss Norine Nieman

RALLY INTERMEDIATE

Buster Lee Brown RI NAJ CGC TKN (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Jeanne Davis

GCH CH Cedar Creek Starsign Heza Fiery Little Spright BN RI TKA (D)
By GCHG CH Brevette Kid Incredible x GCH CH Starsign’s Wild And Wonderful CDX BN RE FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT RATN
Breeder: Barbara Grubb & Patty Gemmill
Owner: Barbara Grubb & Lauren Tapyrik

RALLY ADVANCED

Sleepy Creek’s Son Of A Sailor UD BN RA OA AXJ (D)
By GCH CH Ashlor’s Smooth Sailing UD RE AX AXJ x CH Sandel’s Duchess Of Monarch UD RE AX MXJ
Breeder/Owner: Candy Janke & Hannah Janke

RALLY EXCELLENT

Clear Sky Blue Wave Rider CD PCD BN RE CGCA (D)
By Clear Sky Couture Event x GCH CH Clear Sky Flora Dora
Breeder/Owner: Susan Nikkel

Springhill Lucy In The Sky BN RE AX AXJ OF TKN (B)
By CH Springhill Keeper O’ The Star CD RN OA OAJ x Springhill To The Moon Alice
Breeder: Shareen Boyers & Dealton Boyers
Owner: Mary Jane Woodworth & Shareen Boyers
RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT

Josandre' Ph Black Magic BN RAE NAJ CGCA TKN (D)
By CH La Ren Ear He Comes x Kvar Full Moon Magic
Breeder: Mary Jo Loye & Janis L McLaren
Owner: Lesa Layman & Mary Jo Loye

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT 3

Ezee’s Extra Edition CD BN RM3 RAE3 CGC TKP (D)
By CH Elizares’ Kelii Ilio CD RE x CH Ezee’s Ah Ha Made You Look!
Breeder: Elaine S Zech
Owner: Doreen Pezzella

RALLY MASTER

MACH5 Stunz The Competition UD RM RAE MXB2 MJG2 OF TKP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Bradley Detampel & Kay Detampel

RALLY MASTER 2

GCH CH OTCH POC MACH2 PACH Topflite Ricochet VCD2 UDX2 PUDX2 OM4 BN GN GO VER RM2 RAE FDC MXB M (D)
By CH Topflite Lyndon Fast Money OA OAJ x Topflite High Crime
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Gerianne F Darnell & Sandra L Schumacher

FARM DOG CERTIFIED

GCH CH Monarch’s Perfume & Promises CDX PCDX BN GN RA FDC SEN CGC TKN (B)
By CH Joco’s Tuinluyu Braveheart x Monarch’s Dainty Dinah-Stee
Breeder: Margie Riccomini
Owner: Miss Norine Nieman

NOVICE AGILITY

Gizmo Girl From Clallam Bay RA NA CGC (B)
By Sir Gibbs Berryhill x Lady Charlene Berryhill
Breeder: Charles W Berryhill
Owner: Mary McClane

CH Harmony Singin’ In The Rain RN NA NAJ ACT1 (B)
By Serenglade Dynamic Harmony x Harmony’s Rhythm Of The Rain
Breeder: Karen M Turner
Owner: Lisa M Frankland & Karen M Turner

Sonata’s Precious Limited Edition Tesla NA NAJ (B)
By CH MACH2 Sonata’s Sail Me On A Silver Sun MXS MJS x Astta Carrera Summer Melody
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Judy Pawson

Wildfire Let It Be Lee NA NAJ ACT2 (D)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x GCHP CH Wildfire On The Record
Breeder: Nancy Shaw & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Pamela McCaleb
NOVICE AGILITY PREFERRED

Big Brave Bandit RN NAP NJP CGCA TKI (D)
By Ew's Double Deuce Dominoe x Zoomin Zoey
Breeder: Willa M Long
Owner: Judith Haynes

Liberty's Rockin' My Skinny Jeans NAP TKN (B)
By GCH CH Marquis Put Me In Coach x Liberty's Trace Of Darkness
Breeder: Paula Ray & Chris Jackson & Kevin Ray
Owner: Denise Brandenburg-Morris

Narnia At Last You'Ve Come Along NA NAJ NAP NJP (B)
By CH Narnia Boy Next Door x Arlia Of Pizaz
Breeder: Lorraine E Jensen & Carol Rosecrans
Owner: Joanie Carl & Sandra L Schumacher & Lorraine E Jensen

Nightfire's Fight To Win CD PCD BN RAE NAP NJP BCAT THD DN CGCA TKN (D)
By Best Bendzamin Night Dream x Nightfire's One For Winning
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Maria Oehler

Wildcard Rollin And Tumblin CD BN RE NAP CGCU (B)
By CH MACH Majestic Joy Pay The Piper UD RAE MXS MJS x Majestic Joy Annie's Song
Breeder: Stacy Newton & Rita L Koy
Owner: Kathy Knuckles

CH Wildfire Start Spreading The News NAP NJP (D)
By GCHG CH Wildfire On The Verge x CH Wildfire Unvanquished
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Laura Nicolosi

OPEN AGILITY

Eevee Blossom OA OAJ CGC (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Kelly Weaver

Sapphiresky Get Ready OA NAJ OF (D)
By Blicci's Join The Team x True And Trusty Love Is All Around
Breeder: Stephanie Burchard & Lena Burchard
Owner: Deborah Hunt

Wildfire Breaker By The Bay OA NAJ (D)
By CH Wildfire Mind Games x CH Wildfire On The Radar
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Maggie Pyle

OPEN AGILITY PREFERRED

MACH Monte Q's Lickety Split MXS MJS OAP NJP T2B (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Gloria Krueger
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AGILITY EXCELLENT

Blicci’s Jewelina RE AX AXJ CA CGC TKN (B)
By GCHG CH Mystery’s Question Mark x Lamonia’s Evelina
Breeder: Jane Raemy & Sven Thrysoe
Owner: Barbara Trana

Parasol Foxy Lady AX AXJ NF (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamonsun’s Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Eileen Ewins

Topflite High Stakes Roulette AX AXJ NF (D)
By CH Topflite Merit Tee Time x Narnia At Last You’ve Come Along NA NAJ NAP NJP
Breeder: Joanie Carl & Sandra L Schumacher & Lorraine E Jensen
Owner: Diane Eggleston

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT

A Nights Hellon Wheels RN MX AXJ OF T2B (B)
By CH Blairwynn Tuinluv Sky’s The Limit x GCH CH Springhill Red Jewel RN
Breeder: Judy K Dunn & Carrie L Blair & Duane E Dunn
Owner: Kathy Fox

Mck American Maid MX MXJ CGC (B)
By GCH CH James Bond Von Den Kolibris AX AXJ x Mck Izz Tula
Breeder/Owner: Karen Lawrence

Starstruck A Sky Full Of Stars MX MXJ (B)
By CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow Chinak MXC MJB2 OF x CH MACH3 Starstruck Everybody Knows My Name MXG MJG
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

Startyme’s Princess Happy Pappy MX AXJ (B)
By CH Zelicaon And That’s The Way It Is At Startyme x CH Startyme’s Veni Vidi Vici
Breeder: Jane Satterwhite
Owner: Kassidy Olszyk

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY

Domino’s Insurgent Of Wolfcreek MX MXB MXJ MJB XF T2B (D)
By CH Domino’s Toast Of The Town x CH Domino’s In Vogue
Breeder: Leona G Domino & Laura Temperato
Owner: Leslie A Myers D.V.M.

Kyteral A’Capella Troubadour RAE MX MXB MXJ MJB (D)
By CH Maximilian Alvin Stardust x Kyterals Petite Bijou
Breeder: Meg L Peifer & Terri Mount
Owner: Stephanie Garriott

MASTER SILVER AGILITY

MACH Domino’s Texas Lone Star MXS MJG CGC TKN (D)
By CH Domino’s Revved Up ’N Roarin’ x CH Domino’s Lonesome Dove
Breeder: Leona G Domino & Laura Temperato
Owner: Jane Patalon
GCH CH MACH Patuxent On The Runway MXS MJG (B)
By CH Patuxent's Got My Wings x Patuxent's Formal Attire
Breeder/Owner: Letty McNulty

Playful Michelle MX MXS MXJ MJB MFB T2B (B)
By CH Zelicaon Man In Black x Belladonna's Sparkling Morning Glory
Breeder: MaryAnn Wik
Owner: Julie & Ron Cromwell

MACH Spinillons Running Riot MXS MJS (D)
By Spinillons Rebel Rowser x Spinillons Annabelle
Breeder: Jo Davidson-Poston
Owner: Beth Rogers & Mort Cohen

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY

MACH2 Nanken That Winning Spirit PCD BN RE MXC MJG MXF T2B2 (D)
By CH Nanken Seven's Little Dickens x Liberty's Calibrated Down
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway & Chris Jackson
Owner: Sally Murray

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY 2

MACH6 Wildcard Gold Standard MXC2 MJB3 OF (D)
By CH Golden Leafs Vision x CH Majestic Joy Quest For Gold
Breeder: Stacy Newton & Rita L Koy & Zachary L Newton
Owner: John Gooldy & Ida Gooldy & Zachary L Newton

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED

CH MACH3 Aerilee's Sparkling Jem MXG MJC MXP MJP T2B2 (B)
By CH Blairwynn Tuinluv Sky's The Limit x MACH4 PACH Clair De Lune Of Yeir MXC MJC MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX T2B
Breeder/Owner: Julie Rodriguez

Wildfire Mac The Knife AX MXJ MXP MJP3 MJPB MXF MFP T2B (D)
By CH L'Ete Cadaga Makin' Me Crazy x CH L'Ete Cadaga For The Fame
Breeder: Angela S Pickett
Owner: Pamela McCaleb

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 2

CH MACH2 Amoure Beau's In The Quiet Woods MXS MJX MXJ (B)
By Draco's High Velocity AX AXJ OF x CH MACH2 Amoure Beau's Clever Endeavor RN MXS MJX MXPB MJP3 MJPB OF
Breeder: Derrick J L Nettles & Anne C Nettles
Owner: Danielle Wagner & Darci Wagner

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 3

MACH5 PACH New Horizon King Of Cool MXB2 MJS2 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX XF (D)
By Candella Hotlanta Harry x CH New Horizon Dance Crazy
Breeder: Robert Pili & Renee Pili
Owner: Arlene Collins & Renee Pili
MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 4

MACH2 PACH Satori’s Elfin For Pam MXC
MJC MXP4 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX XF T2B (D)
By Satori’s Causin A Commotion ( Simon) x Road’s End Pico Bello
Breeder: Mrs. Angie Marie Hindman
Owner: Pam Steenmeyer

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 5

PACH Wildfire Reach For The Stars MXP5
MXPS MJP9 MJPG PAX OFP T2BP (B)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x CH Wildfire On The Radar
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Rachelle Wagner

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 6

MACH3 PACH Startyme’s Serendipity
MXB2 MJB2 MXP6 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX OF T2B2 (D)
By Draco’s The Outlaw’s Son At Startyme x Startyme’s Wild Thang
Breeder: Jane Satterwhite
Owner: Eileen Ewins

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 8

MACH PACH2 Tyler’s Digital Flash CD MXS
MJS MXP8 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX2 (B)
By Marsan My Glory’s Dare To Dream x Anchor Marsan Ms Nattie Gold
Breeder: Marty D Penney & Effie Penney
Owner: Dianne Dingmann & Tyler Dingmann

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 15

MACH6 PACH6 Eureka’s Here We Go
Steeler RE MXS2 MJS2 MXP15 MXPS2
MJP13 MJPB2 PAX6 MXF TQX T2B (D)
By CH Joco’s Moonlight Cruise x CH Nanken Sugar N Spice
Breeder: Patricia Matevich
Owner: Sally Murray

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 16

MACH6 PACH6 Eureka’s Here We Go
Steeler RE MXS2 MJS2 MXP16 MXPS2
MJP14 MJPB2 PAX6 MXF TQX T2B (D)
By CH Joco’s Moonlight Cruise x CH Nanken Sugar N Spice
Breeder: Patricia Matevich
Owner: Sally Murray

MASTER SILVER AGILITY PREFERRED

PACH Wildfire Reach For The Stars MXP5
MXPS MJP9 MJPG PAX OFP T2BP (B)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x CH Wildfire On The Radar
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Rachelle Wagner

MASTER SILVER AGILITY PREFERRED 2

MACH6 PACH6 Eureka’s Here We Go
Steeler RE MXS2 MJS2 MXP15 MXPS2
MJP13 MJPB2 PAX6 MXF TQX T2B (D)
By CH Joco’s Moonlight Cruise x CH Nanken Sugar N Spice
Breeder: Patricia Matevich
Owner: Sally Murray
NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER

A & A’s Brewed To Perkfection NA NAJ NF TKN (B)
By D’Vine’s Loyal Bounty Hunter CGC x A & A’s Dancing On The Wind
Breeder: Ava Engel
Owner: Ms. Denise D Brandenburg-Morris

Sonata’s Pick Of The Wick NAJ (D)
By CH MACH2 Sonata’s Sail Me On A Silver Sun MXS MJS x Astta Carrera Summer Melody
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Carol Kelly

Sonata’s Precious Limited Edition Tesla NAJ (B)
By CH MACH2 Sonata’s Sail Me On A Silver Sun MXS MJS x Astta Carrera Summer Melody
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Judy Pawson

Wildfire Let It Be Lee NA NAJ ACT2 (D)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x GCHP CH Wildfire On The Record
Breeder: Nancy Shaw & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Pamela McCaleb

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED

Liberty’s Rockin’ My Skinny Jeans NAP NJP TKN (B)
By GCH CH Marquis Put Me In Coach x Liberty's Trace Of Darkness
Breeder: Paula Ray & Chris Jackson & Kevin Ray
Owner: Denise Brandenburg-Morris

Narnia At Last You’ve Come Along NA NAJ NAP NJP (B)
By CH Narnia Boy Next Door x Arlia Of Pizaz
Breeder: Lorraine E Jensen & Carol Rosecrans
Owner: Joanie Carl & Sandra L Schumacher & Lorraine E Jensen

Nightfire’s Fight To Win CD PCD BN RAE NAP NJP BCAT THD DN CGCA TKN (D)
By Best Bendzamin Night Dream x Nightfire’s One For Winning
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Maria Oehler

CH Wildfire Start Spreading The News NAP NJP (D)
By GCHG CH Wildfire On The Verge x CH Wildfire Unvanquished
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Laura Nicolosi

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER

Elidas Andali Black Tie Affair NA OAJ TKN (D)
By GCHS CH Andali La Ren He’s Still The One x Andali Annacott When Dreams Cometreu
Breeder: Andrea Meloon & Shellie Juden & Cheryl Maass
Owner: Lee Kusek & John Kusek & Shellie Juden

CH Harmony Singin’ In The Rain RN NA OAJ ACT1 (B)
By Serenglade Dynamic Harmony x Harmony’s Rhythm Of The Rain
Breeder: Karen M Turner
Owner: Lisa M Frankland & Karen M Turner
Mesa’s Gentle On My Mind OA OAJ (B)
By CH Starsign-N-Mesa’s Hey Look Me Over CGC x Starsign’s Copy Cat
Breeder: Melissa Jane Hadley
Owner: Ms. Sharon Ann Rooks

CH Pasun’s Raisin’ A Ruckus RN OA OAJ OF (D)
By CH Domino’s Moonlight Escapade RN NA AXJ x A Nights Holy Tara’ At Pasuns
Breeder/Owner: Donna Bradley

Skytry’s Pappy Boy NA OAJ OF CGC TKN (D)
By D’Vine In His Shadow x Skytry’s Winged Raven Heart
Breeder: Joanne Glawson & Skylar Glawson
Owner: Jeannine Beer

Sprite NA OAJ NF (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Lauri J. Foley & Dave Foley

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER

Fairy Tails’ Star Light Star Bright AX AXJ (B)
By CH Fairytales Once Upon A Miracle BN CGC x Kay-Bar’s She’s The Real Thing
Breeder: Pamela A Wright
Owner: Junko Mori & George Johnson

Lone Star Lilly OA AXJ (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Carole Cribbs

Patuxent’s Fleur-De-Lis OA AXJ OF (D)
By Patuxent’s Looking For Justice x CH MACH3 Nightfire’s Just Dance MXC MJS2 NF
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Mindy Mclellan

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER

A Nights Hellon Wheels RN MX MXJ OF T2B (B)
By CH Blairwynn Tuinluv Sky’s The Limit x GCH CH Springhill Red Jewel RN
Breeder: Judy K Dunn & Carrie L Blair & Duane E Dunn
Owner: Kathy Fox

Lebijou Ease On Down The Road AX MXJ (B)
By CH Reynolds Sumlucs Royal Hynus x CH Lebijou Devine Design RN
Breeder: Maureen G Dyer
Owner: Jerusha R Gurvin

Starstruck A Sky Full Of Stars MX MXJ (B)
By CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow Chinak MXC MJB2 OF x CH MACH3
Starstruck Everybody Knows My Name MXG MJG
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

Startyme’s Princess Happy Pappy MX MXJ (B)
By CH Zelicaon And That’s The Way It Is At Startyme x CH Startyme’s Veni Vidi Vici
Breeder: Jane Satterwhite
Owner: Kassidy Olszyk

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER

Frankie Cergnul MX MXJ MJB OF T2B (D)
By Jetts Away x Little Miss Fabulous Febie
Breeder: Kimberly Genna
Owner: JACQUELINE CERGNUL
MASTER SILVER JUMPER

GCH CH MACH Starstruck Oh My Word!
MXB MJS OF (B)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck
Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MXPB
MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x GCH CH
MACH3 Starstruck Remember My Name
MXG MJC
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

MACH Tigger Donahue MXB MJS XF T2B
TKN (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Karen Donahue

GCH CH Wildfire King Of Cool Steve
Mcqueen MX MXB MXJ MJS (D)
By CH Wildfire Game On x CH L'Ete
Wildfire High Society
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Darnell Martens & Linda Martens

MASTER GOLD JUMPER

CH MACH2 Starstruck Predict My Future
MXS MJG (B)
By CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow
Chinak MXC MJB2 OF x GCH CH MACH3
Starstruck Remember My Name MXG MJC
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

CH MACH Topflite Vega Hear Me Roar CD
PCD BN MXB MJG NF CGC TKP (D)
By CH Topflite Merit Tee Time x CH Vega
Starlite Petite Ange
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher & Vicki
Olson
Owner: Kay Detampel & Cassie Detampel &
Sandra L Schumacher

MASTER CENTURY JUMPER

MACH2 Livewire-Ets Excessive Force MXG
MJC OF T2B SWA SHDA (D)
By NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2
MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWA SCE SEE
SBE SHDE x Dundee Livewire's ETS Miss
D'Mean'R
Breeder/Owner: Julie Sandoval & Daneen
Fox

MACH2 Nanken That Winning Spirit PCD
BN RE MXC MJC MXF T2B2 (D)
By CH Nanken Seven's Little Dickens x
Liberty's Calibrated Down
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway & Chris Jackson
Owner: Sally Murray

MACH3 Sonata's Glitter In The Air CD RN
MXC MJC MXF T2B CGC TKA (B)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus
MXG MJS x Hundebuden's Quna My
Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Lori Nieves

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 2

MACH3 Marrics Standing Ovation Ph RN
MXC PAD MJB2 CGC TKP (B)
By CH Marrics In A Pinch Ph x Marrics
Fascination Ph
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Nancy Andrysiak

MASTER SILVER JUMPER 2

MACH4 Livewire Zen Master RN MXB2
MJS2 XF T2B SWA SIE SHDA (D)
By CH Wise's Little Big Man x Livewire
Dundee Wham Bam Thank You Mam SCN
Breeder: Daneen Fox & Julie Sandoval &
Francine P Herman
Owner: Sharon Kihara
MASTER CENTURY JUMPER 2

CH MACH5 Starstruck Leapsnbounds
Chase Chinak BN RN MXS2 MJC2 (D)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck
Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MXPB
MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x Steneko’s
Walls Of Jericho
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg & Andrea
Samuels
Owner: Dianne T Jamison & Andrea
Samuels

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 3

MACH5 Alasera’s Grand Slam MXB2 MJB3
XF T2B (D)
By CH Skymningen’s Nicodemus x CH
MACH10 PACH2 Caratoots Creamy
Caramelle MXC2 MJB3 MXP5 MXPS MJPB
PAX2 XF T2B
Breeder: Lisa Pertile
Owner: Lisa Pertile & Terry Pertile

MACH5 Wildcard Gold Standard MXG2
MJB3 OF (D)
By CH Golden Leafs Vision x CH Majestic
Joy Quest For Gold
Breeder: Stacy Newton & Rita L Koy &
Zachary L Newton
Owner: John Gooldy & Ida Gooldy &
Zachary L Newton

MASTER SILVER JUMPER 3

MACH8 Topflite Cold Cash 2 Stash UD
MXG2 MJS3 MFB2 TQX T2B TKN (D)
By CH Topflite Lyndor Fast Money OA OAJ
x Topflite Winter Games
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Marliene Froke & Sandra L
Schumacher

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED

MACH Aerilee’s Brie La Prestige MXB MJB
MJP OF (B)
By CH Marquis Royal Treasure x CH MACH3
Aerilee’s Sparkling Jem MXG MJC MXP MJP
T2B2
Breeder: Julie Rodriguez
Owner: Daneka Hedges & Julie Rodriguez

CH MACH3 Aerilee’s Sparkling Jem MXG
MJC MJP T2B2 (B)
By CH Blairwynn Tuinlur Sky’s The Limit x
MACH4 PACH Clair De Lune Of Yeir MXC
MJC MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX T2B
Breeder/Owner: Julie Rodriguez

CH MACH3 Johtina’s Ambrosia MXG MJG2
MJP XF T2B (B)
By Haremet’s Snowball x Johtina’s
Sunflower Of June
Breeder: ANITA JONSSON
Owner: Lisa Pertile

Windlake Lone Star We Struck Gold OA
OAJ AXP MJP (D)
By CH Patuxent’s Very Superstitious At
Windlake x Windlake French Connection
Breeder: Jacquelyn Cantwell & Vernon W
Cantwell
Owner: Carole Cribbs

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 2

CH MACH2 Amoure Beau’s In The Quiet
Woods MXS MJG MXP2 MJP2 (B)
By Draco’s High Velocity AX AXJ OF x CH
MACH2 Amoure Beau’s Clever Endeavor RN
MXS MJG MXP2 MXPB MJP3 MJPB OF
Breeder: Derrick J L Nettles & Anne C
Nettles
Owner: Danielle Wagner & Darci Wagner
MACH6 Tollegend Winning Streak CDX RA
MXG2 MJB3 MXP MPJ2 OF T2B2 (D)
By Tollegend Right On Target x Newtopaz
Stitches At Tollegend
Breeder: Shannen Jorgensen
Owner: Kathy Hightshoe

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 4

MACH2 PACH Satori’s Elfin For Pam MXC
MJC MXP4 MXPB MPJP4 MPJP BAX XF T2B (D)
By Satori’s Causin A Commotion (Simon) x
Road’s End Pico Bello
Breeder: Mrs. Angie Marie Hindman
Owner: Pam Steenmeyer

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 9

PACH Wildfire Reach For The Stars MXP4
MXPB MPJP9 MPJG PAX OFP T2BP (B)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x CH
Wildfire On The Radar
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Rachelle Wagner

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER PREFERRED

GCH CH MACH3 Amoure Beau’s Life Of
The Party MXG MJC MPJP2 MPJB T2B (D)
By CH Amoure Beau’s Singular Sensation x
CH MACH2 Amoure Beau’s Clever Endeavor
RN MXS MJG MPXP2 MPJP3 MPJB OF
Breeder: Derrick J L Nettles & Anne C
Nettles
Owner: Alice Howe

NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2
MJC3 MPJP2 MPJP XF T2B SWA SCE
SEE SB E SBDE (D)
By MACH2 Coor’s Espiritu Hermoso CDX MXS
MJG OF x Adfam’s Tearin’ It Up AX MXJ
Breeder/Owner: Daneen Fox

MASTER GOLD JUMPER PREFERRED

MACH PACH2 Spinillons Ammer Dora MXB
MJB MXPS MPJP7 MPJG PAX2 (B)
By Powdermill Midas Touch Spinillons x
Spinillons Abby
Breeder: Jo Davidson-Poston
Owner: Beth Rogers & Mort Cohen

MACH PACH Wildfire’s Quick Ride MXS
MJC MPXS MPJP7 MPJG PAX XF T2B8
T2BP3 (D)
By CH L’Ete Cadaga Makin’ Me Crazy x CH
Wildfire On A Roll
Breeder: Angela S Pickett
Owner: Gina Reed

AGILITY FAST NOVICE

Topflite High Stakes Roulette OA AXJ NF
(D)
By CH Topflite Merit Tee Time x Narnia At
Last You’ve Come Along NA NAJ NAP NJP
Breeder: Joanie Carl & Sandra L
Schumacher & Lorraine E Jensen
Owner: Diane Eggleston
AGILITY FAST NOVICE PREFERRED

Big Brave Bandit RN NAP NJP NFP CGCA TKI (D)
By Ew's Double Deuce Dominoe x Zoomin Zoey
Breeder: Willa M Long
Owner: Judith Haynes

AGILITY FAST OPEN

Parasol Stille This Girl Is On Fire AX AXJ OF ACT2 CGC TKN (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamonsun's Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Rita Stille

Shotgun Schotzie AX AXJ OF T2B CGC TKN (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Sharon Clark

Skytry's Pappy Boy NA NAJ OF CGC TKN (D)
By D'Vine In His Shadow x Skytry's Winged Raven Heart
Breeder: Joanne Glawson & Skylar Glawson
Owner: Jeannine Beer

CH Windcrest Wild Card RE OA NAJ OF CA SCN SIN CGC TKA (D)
By Windcrest Echo In The Moonlight x Windcrest Miracle On Wing
Breeder: Marcia Mcdiarmid & Dean McDiarmid
Owner: Jennifer Harman

AGILITY FAST OPEN PREFERRED

Our Little Sweetheart NA AXJ OAP OJP OFP (B)
By Norad Winkie Pivo x Sweet Heart Of My Heart
Breeder: Renee Balek Dugal & John B Dugal
Owner: Leah Andersen

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT

Clearlake Jack B Nimble Jack B Quick RN AX MXJ XF CGC TKN (D)
By GCHG CH Lafford Fly Me Too Farleysbane x GCH CH Clearlake Cocootje
Breeder: Elyse Vandermolen
Owner: Susan Lynn Plaiss

CH Denzel The Card Shark MX MXB MXJ MJB XF (D)
By CH Denzel Now Hear This x CH Denzel The Trickster
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Nancy Brian

AGILITY MASTER FAST EXCELLENT

Margaux AX MXJ MXF T2B (B)
By GCH CH Gran's Mister Willson x Gran N Wallpapers Cindy Lou Who R U?
Breeder: Barbara B Wallace
Owner: Vanessa Sanfiel

Silhouette Drop It Like It's Hot!!! OA MXJ MXF T2B (D)
By Davinci's This Is Why I'M Hot!!! BN RA x Kalisse Naughty But Nice
Breeder: Heather Olson
Owner: George Sanders & Karen Aronoff
MASTER SILVER FAST

MACH Pasun’s U Neeq Spitfire CDX RN MXS MJS MFS TQX T2B2 CAX (D)
By CH Domino’s Moonlight Escapade RN NA AXJ x GCH CH His Latest Flame
Breeder: Donna Bradley
Owner: Cookie Nee & Donna Bradley

MACH Lacewing’s The Bees Knees MXB MJB NAP NJP XF NFP ACT2 TKI (D)
By GCH CH MACH Namaste Little Lion Man RA MXB MJS x Zelicaon Delilah Dreamer MX MXJ
Breeder: Lori Lipkin
Owner: Cheryl Matthews

MASTER BRONZE FAST 2

MACH8 Topflite Cold Cash 2 Stash UD MXG2 MJB3 MFB2 TQX T2B TKN (D)
By CH Topflite Lyndor Fast Money OA OAJ x Topflite Winter Games
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Marliene Froke & Sandra L Schumacher

MACH Sonata’s Fireworks At Fenway MXS MJB (D)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebuden’s Quna My Obsession
Breeder/Owner: Mary Scesny

AGILITY MASTER FAST EXCELLENT PREFERRED

Wildfire Mac The Knife AX MXJ MXP MJP3 MJPB MXF MFP T2B (D)
By CH L’Ete Cadaga Makin’ Me Crazy x CH L’Ete Cadaga For The Fame
Breeder: Angela S Pickett
Owner: Pamela McCaleb

GCH CH MACH Wildfire King Of Cool Steve Mcqueen MXB MJS (D)
By CH Wildfire Game On x CH L’Ete Wildfire High Society
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Darnell Martens & Linda Martens

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 2

MACH2 Denzel Clowning Around CD PCD BN RE FDC MXS MJG MXF T2B2 SWN SCNE SHDN RATM CGCA TKP (D)
By CH Denzel Tomfoolery x Denzel Come Sail Away
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Regina Edwards

MACH2 Jessarae’s Cruise Control MXG MJG OF T2B (D)
By CH Joco’s Moonlight Cruise x Haremet’s Imperial Blue MX MXJ OAP AJP
Breeder: Jessica Isenbarger
Owner: Mina A Knox

MACH2 Marrics Luck Of The Draw RN MXS MJC (B)
By CH Forevr Alfa Magic At Marric x CH Marrics Auntie Em
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Carol Rowe

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION

MACH J-Bar Spirit Of The West MJB XF T2B CGC (D)
By GCH CH Mefath’s Bailey’S x CH J-Bar Majical Pixie Dust
Breeder: Jennifer Able-Jones
Owner: M RILEY ALLEN
CH MACH2 Sonata’s Sail Me On A Silver Sun MXS MJS (D)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebuden’s Quna My Obsession
Breeder/Owner: Mary Scesny

Tiny T Skylander Cowabunga Dude AX MXJ XF T2B (D)
By Tiny T Blue Sky Connection x Tiny T Judge Me Not
Breeder: Sally A Howard
Owner: Lisa Braun & Sally A Howard

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3

MACH3 Nanken Flyin’ High MXG MJC (B)
By Carousel Poker Chip x Nanken Secret At Midnight
Breeder: Dorothy E Teeple & Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Sharon Rooks

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 6

MACH6 Primavera Chanceux Fine & Dandy RE MB3 MJS3 XF (D)
By GCHB CH Primavera’s Samwise Gamgee x Primaverachanceux Rosie Cotton
Breeder: Maxine J Gurin & Joanne Paulino
Owner: Janet Brav

MACH6 Wildcard Gold Standard MXC2 MJB3 OF (D)
By CH Golden Leafs Vision x CH Majestic Joy Quest For Gold
Breeder: Stacy Newton & Rita L Koy & Zachary L Newton
Owner: John Gooldy & Ida Gooldy & Zachary L Newton

BCAT

Blake CAA BCAT SWN SCA SIA SEA SHDN TKP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Patricia Muraczewski

Denzel Insignia Blues Jam RN BCAT SIN SEN SHDN CGC TKI (D)
By GCHB CH Denzel In Dress Blues x CH Denzel Bejinxed
Breeder: Tracy Burdick & Nicole Laver
Owner: Maria Kessell

AGILITY COURSE TEST 1

Royal Princess ACT1 (B)
By Mapleknolls Gaston x Mapleknolls Gabriel
Breeder: Melissa M Kibler
Owner: Mr. Ronald Hal Marx

DCAT

Joyanew’s Rockin’ Raji BN RE FDC MX MXJ T2B CAA DCAT SCN CGC TKA (D)
By Honey-Pots Now Or Never x CH Anamar Miss Kitty
Breeder: Colleen J Kodet & John E Kodet
Owner: sue dennister & Colleen J Kodet

TIME 2 BEAT

Bonniejean Alliance With Starfleet AX AXJ NAP NJP NF T2B TKI (B)
By GCH CH Starfleet Special Prosecutor x CH Starfleet Mercedes In Black For Bonniejean NA NAJ NF
Breeder: Bonnie J Kost & Kathy Taylor
Owner: Judy Edinger & Bonnie J Kost
FCAT

Lawood Cowboy Pistol Pete CA FCAT (D)
By GCH CH Lawood Ruff 'N Rowdy Dusty
Cowboy x GCH CH Lawood Misty Christmas Memories
Breeder: Allen Cox & Laura Cox
Owner: Jill Mats

SCENT WORK HANDLER DISCRIMINATION EXCELL

NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 XF T2B SWA SCE SEE SBE SHDE (D)
By MACH2 Coor's Espiritu Hermoso CDX MXS MJG OF x Adfam's Tearin' It Up AX MXJ
Breeder/Owner: Daneen Fox

SCENT WORK CONTAINER NOVICE

Livewire-Ets Special Circumstances RN OA OAJ SCN SIN (D)
By NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWA SCE SEE SBE SHDE x Dundee Livewire's ETS Miss D'Mean'R
Breeder: Julie Sandoval & Daneen Fox
Owner: Jinny Chow & Daneen Fox

Patuxent's Shiver Me Timbers CD BN RE AX OAJ OF SWN (D)
By CH Patuxent's Le Petite Prince x CH Patuxent's Toute Suite
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Kelly Armstrong

CH Tresor's Rough Roads Beautiful Destinations FDC AX OAJ OF CAA DCAT SCN SIN CGC TKP (D)
By CH Amoure Beau's Singular Sensation x GCH CH Katelynn Takes Flight Over The Patuxent
Breeder: Lisa Christensen & Chris Christensen
Owner: DARLENE SCHMUCKER

SCENT WORK INTERIOR NOVICE

Livewire-Ets Special Circumstances RN OA OAJ SCN SIN (D)
By NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWA SCE SEE SBE SHDE x Dundee Livewire's ETS Miss D'Mean'R
Breeder: Julie Sandoval & Daneen Fox
Owner: Jinny Chow & Daneen Fox

Patuxent's Shiver Me Timbers CD BN RE AX OAJ OF SWN (D)
By CH Patuxent's Le Petite Prince x CH Patuxent's Toute Suite
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Kelly Armstrong

Clairus Tailor Made CD RE OA OAJ MXP MJP NF OFP SEN (D)
By CH Clairus Akai Dressed To The Max x CH Clairus Dreams Of Wine And Roses
Breeder: Janice L Clair
Owner: Jamie Swanson

Patuxent's Shiver Me Timbers CD BN RE AX OAJ OF SWN (D)
By CH Patuxent's Le Petite Prince x CH Patuxent's Toute Suite
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Kelly Armstrong
SCENT WORK BURIED NOVICE

Marrics The One And Only At Tj-Roc SWN SCA SIA (B)
By CH Marrics Celebrity x CH Marrics Home
For The Holidays At TJ-Roc CGC
Breeder/Owner: Terri Rothwell & Marcy Wyrens

Patuxent’s Shiver Me Timbers CD BN RE AX OAJ OF SWN (D)
By CH Patuxent’s Le Petite Prince x CH Patuxent’s Toute Suite
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Kelly Armstrong

SCENT WORK NOVICE

Marrics The One And Only At Tj-Roc SWN SCA SIA (B)
By CH Marrics Celebrity x CH Marrics Home
For The Holidays At TJ-Roc CGC
Breeder/Owner: Terri Rothwell & Marcy Wyrens

Patuxent’s Shiver Me Timbers CD BN RE AX OAJ OF SWN (D)
By CH Patuxent’s Le Petite Prince x CH Patuxent’s Toute Suite
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Kelly Armstrong

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR NOVICE ELITE

CH Livewire-Ets Lewd’N Lascivious NAJ SWN SENE SHDN (D)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x Dundee Livewire’s ETS Miss D'Mean’R
Breeder/Owner: Julie Sandoval & Daneen Fox

SCENT WORK CONTAINER ADVANCED

Blake CAA SWN SCA SIA SHDN TKP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Patricia Muraczewski
Owner: Patricia Muraczewski

Fenice’s Saraphinas’ Fire OA OAJ CAA SWN SCA SEA (B)
By Fenice Nathan Bedford x CH Fenice Out Of The Blue
Breeder: Ellen Akers-Perry & Matthew Perry
Owner: Bonnie Smith

GCH CH Marrics Sky Magic RN SWA SEE THDA CGC (D)
By CH Marrics There's No Place Like Home x Marrics Magic Happens
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens & Richard A Wyrens
Owner: Sharon L Parker & David E Parker & Marcy Wyrens

Marrics The One And Only At Tj-Roc SWN SCA SIA (B)
By CH Marrics Celebrity x CH Marrics Home
For The Holidays At TJ-Roc CGC
Breeder/Owner: Terri Rothwell & Marcy Wyrens

Wingssong Talk About Me NA NAJ ACT2 SCA SIA SBN SHDN CGC (D)
By CH Wingssong Alydar x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones
Owner: Kathleen Coe

SCENT WORK INTERIOR ADVANCED

Blake CAA SWN SCA SIA SHDN TKP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Patricia Muraczewski
Marrics The One And Only At Tj-Roc SWN SCA SIA (B)
By CH Marrics Celebrity x CH Marrics Home For The Holidays At TJ-Roc CGC
Breeder/Owner: Terri Rothwell & Marcy Wyrens

Wingssong Talk About Me NA NAJ ACT2 SCA SIA SBN SHDN CGC (D)
By CH Wingssong Alydar x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones
Owner: Kathleen Coe

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR EXCELLENT
GCH CH Marrics Sky Magic RN SWN SEE SIA SBA THDA CGC (D)
By CH Marrics There’s No Place Like Home x Marrics Magic Happens
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens & Richard A Wyrens
Owner: Sharon L Parker & David E Parker & Marcy Wyrens

SCENT WORK BURIED EXCELLENT
NAC MACH7 Livewire Its All Gravy MXC2 MJC3 MXP2 XF T2B SWA SCE SEE SBE SHDA (D)
By MACH2 Coor’s Espiritu Hermoso CDX MXS MJG OF x Adfam’s Tearin’ It Up AX MXJ
Breeder/Owner: Daneen Fox

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR ADVANCED
Blake CAA SWN SCA SIA SEA SHDN TKP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Patricia Muraczewski
Owner: Patricia Muraczewski

Fenice’s Saraphinas’ Fire OA OAJ CAA SWN SCA SEA (B)
By Fenice Nathan Bedford x CH Fenice Out Of The Blue
Breeder: Ellen Akers-Perry & Matthew Perry
Owner: Bonnie Smith

SCENT WORK ADVANCED
GCH CH Marrics Sky Magic RN SWA SEE THDA CGC (D)
By CH Marrics There’s No Place Like Home x Marrics Magic Happens
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens & Richard A Wyrens
Owner: Sharon L Parker & David E Parker & Marcy Wyrens

Autumn’s Blk Mon Ark Of Sanla CGC (D)
By GCH CH Lorac Adfam Bodacious Boy Toy x Autumn-Titian Imperial Jade
Breeder: Cherie Hyde & Marissa Bertola & Terry McIntyre
Owner: Ms. Karen Shirk

Brookfield’s Come Fly With Me CGC (D)
By GCHB CH Oak Ledge Comfort Starr x Brookfield’s Worth The Wait
Breeder: Sherry L Duhigg
Owner: Michele Harrington

Diamondsun’s California Pixie CGC (B)
By Inkies Joint Venture x Paradisewing’s Famous Ladi
Breeder: Karen MacPhee
Owner: Doris Watson

4 Paws Vincent Van Gogh CGC (D)
By CH Toot Sweet’s Carnival Magic x Kenmar li 4 Paws Drops Of Divine Diva
Breeder: Karen Shirk
Owner: Ms. Karen Shirk

Canine Good Citizen
Autumn’s Blk Mon Ark Of Sanla CGC (D)
By GCH CH Lorac Adfam Bodacious Boy Toy x Autumn-Titian Imperial Jade
Breeder: Cherie Hyde & Marissa Bertola & Terry McIntyre
Owner: Ms. Karen Shirk

Brookfield’s Come Fly With Me CGC (D)
By GCHB CH Oak Ledge Comfort Starr x Brookfield’s Worth The Wait
Breeder: Sherry L Duhigg
Owner: Michele Harrington

Diamondsun’s California Pixie CGC (B)
By Inkies Joint Venture x Paradisewing’s Famous Ladi
Breeder: Karen MacPhee
Owner: Doris Watson
Firerose Ilmarinen BN RA CGC (D)
By Heads N'Tails Prince Of Hearts CD RE x
Firerose Ella'Va Blues Singer BN RE TKN
Breeder/Owner: Helen Dohrmann

Jimjac Tarheel Sweet Potatoe Pie CGC (D)
By CH Jimjac's Lightening Storm x Jimjac's
Ebony And Ivory
Breeder: Jacqueline Smith & Jimmy D Smith
Owner: Valerie Smith

Startyme Magical Encore CGC (D)
By CH Startyme Draco Rootin Tootin
Cowboy x Startyme's Heart To Heart
Breeder: Jane Satterwhite
Owner: Ellen Kurland & Jane Satterwhite

GCH CH Steal My Kisses Forussi NA OAJ NF CGC (D)
By Ambassador Forussi x My Fair Lady Forussi
Breeder: K. Forusinscy & B. Forusinscy
Owner: Helena Cynthia Pike & Chelsea Pike

Summit's Shasta Blue Butterfly CGC (B)
By GCHG CH Namaste Ice And Fire At
Summit x Diamondsun's California Pixie
CGC
Breeder: Doris Watson & Susan Vernon
Owner: Doris Watson

CH Nanken Lord Of The Wings CGCA TKA (D)
By CH Nankan Seven’s Little Dickens x CH Jazzbo’s The Rose
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway & Donna Clas
Owner: Jackie Krieger & Nana Ridgeway

Nightfire’s Fight To Win CD PCD BN RAE BCAT THD DN CGCA TKN (D)
By Best Bendzamin Night Dream x Nightfire’s One For Winning
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Maria Oehler

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN URBAN

CH Flambeau Topflite Just Watch Me Arkeno FDC CGCA CGCU TKN (D)
By CH Arkeno Watch Closely Now x GCH CH Flambeau's Camille Of Topflite
Breeder: Keith Macaluso & Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Jolene Roudebush & Sandra L Schumacher & Margaret Ann Zacher & Keith Macaluso

TRICK DOG NOVICE

CH Bloom An Eye Of The Storm TKN (D)
By GCH CH Valifyre Freespirit Icy Sparks x GCH CH Bloom An I Will Rise
Breeder: Annette Blomquist & Candace Blomquist
Owner: Annette Blomquist

CRACKHEAD FUGITIVE ON THE RUN TKN (B)
By MACH2 Spinillons Seymour MXG MJB2 NF x CH Spinillons Truly Unruly AX MXJ
Breeder: Marilyn Leff & Gayle York
Owner: Carol Boggess
Domino's Walk On The Wild Side BN RN TKN (D)
By GCH CH Domino's High Voltage x CH Domino's Diamond Jubilee CDX PCDX BN RE CGC TKN
Breeder: Sandra Vaillancourt & Laura Temperato
Owner: Ms. Ann Bruno

Ezee William Turner MX MXJ MJP4 MJPB NF CGC TKN (D)
By CH St Blaise Angels Touch x CH Ezee Aurora Simply Loverly
Breeder: Elaine S Zech
Owner: Lori Sloan

CH Haylyns Pop N Sparkling Moon RI NA NAJ CGC TKN (B)
By GCH CH Pasun's Popped Over The Moon BN RE NAJ x CH Roberta's Country Cupcake
Breeder: Roberta Lewis & Mercy Phillips
Owner: Mercy Phillips

Pilot Mandolin Rain RE MX MXJ NF TKN (D)
By CH Caprice N Flash PT Ghostrider x CH Caprices Rally Round The Holly
Breeder: Don Bauer & Irene Synnott & Marilyn Bauer
Owner: Colette Kavanaugh & Selina Fluker

Roberta's Cinnamon Zinger RE CGC TKN (B)
By Duke Von Der Seseke x Roberta Pumpkin Spice
Breeder: Roberta Lewis
Owner: Mercy Phillips

Rocyn's Frankly My Dear..... TKN (D)
By GCH CH Kandyno De Costalina x CH Rocyn's Southern Cross
Breeder: Cynthia Springer
Owner: Maureen Parsons & Cynthia Springer

Starsign's Fantastic Fiona NA NAJ TKN (B)
By CH Canisphere's Bentley x Starsign's Hailey's Comet
Breeder: Patty Gemmill
Owner: Katherine Ann Michaels

GCH CH Steal My Kisses Forussi NA OAJ NF CGC TKN (D)
By Ambassador Forussi x My Fair Lady Forussi
Breeder: K. Forusinscy & B. Forusinscy
Owner: Helena Cynthia Pike & Chelsea Pike

Windlake Irish Dancer OA AXJ NF TKN (B)
By GCH CH Windlake Party On x Alfas I'M Worth It
Breeder: Jacquelyn C Cantwell & Vernon W Cantwell M.D.
Owner: Lyn O'Donnell

TRICK DOG INTERMEDIATE

Crackhead Fugitive On The Run TKI (B)
By MACH2 Spinillons Seymour MXG MJB2 NF x CH Spinillons Truly Unruly AX MXJ
Breeder: Marilyn Leff & Gayle York
Owner: Carol Boggess

Ezee William Turner MX MXJ MJP4 MJPB NF CGC TKI (D)
By CH St Blaise Angels Touch x CH Ezee Aurora Simply Loverly
Breeder: Elaine S Zech
Owner: Lori Sloan

Gold Wings Calypso Queen CGCA TKI (B)
By Houm Tet A Tet Yellow Submarine x Gold Wings Be-Bop-A-Lula
Breeder: Pia Hansen
Owner: Deborah O'Reilly
**MARRICS DION SETS MY SOUL AFLAME CGC TKI (D)**
By Serenglade Calico Jack x Serenglade Daring Dora
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Kathleen Schallert & William Schallert

**PILOT MAN Dolin Rain RE MX MXJ NF TKI (D)**
By CH Caprice N Flash PT Ghostrider x CH Caprices Rally Round The Holly
Breeder: Don Bauer & Irene Synnott & Marilyn Bauer
Owner: Colette Kavanaugh & Selina Fluker

**TRICK DOG ADVANCED**

**Crackhead Fugitive On The Run TKA (B)**
By MACH2 Spinillons Seymour MXG MJB2 NF x CH Spinillons Truly Unruly AX MXJ
Breeder: Marilyn Leff & Gayle York
Owner: Carol Boggess

**Ezee William Turner MX MXJ MJP4 MJPB NF CGC TKA (D)**
By CH St Blaise Angels Touch x CH Ezee Aurora Simply Loverly
Breeder: Elaine S Zech
Owner: Lori Sloan

**PILOT MAN Dolin Rain RE MX MXJ NF TKA (D)**
By CH Caprice N Flash PT Ghostrider x CH Caprices Rally Round The Holly
Breeder: Don Bauer & Irene Synnott & Marilyn Bauer
Owner: Colette Kavanaugh & Selina Fluker

**NOVICE BARN HUNT**

**MACH4 Copella Salatino Hi Xplosive RN MXC MJC MXF T2B RATN CGC (D)**
By GCHP CH Copella's Rising Attraction x CH Salatino Mini Jupe Serree
Breeder: Paula Cox & Claudio Sornati & Rochester Oliveira
Owner: Chris Sanks

**MASTER BARN HUNT**

**MACH Denzel Clowning Around CD PCD BN RE FDC MXS MJS XF T2B2 SWN SCNE SHDN RATM CGCA TKP (D)**
By CH Denzel Tomfoolery x Denzel Come Sail Away
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Regina Edwards

**TRICK DOG PERFORMER**

**Hazel Chi TKP (B)**
By GCHB CH Belladonna's Going For The Gold x Belladonna's Beauty Mark
Breeder: Ms. Kerri Pettey
Owner: Shinli Chi